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Abstract

Various microstructures of b-Si3N4 were fabricated, with or without the addition of b-Si3N4 seed particles to high-purity b-Si3N4

powder, using Yb2O3 and ZrO2 as sintering additives, by gas-pressure sintering at 1950 �C for 16 h. The thermal conductivity of the
specimen without seeds was 140 W.(m.K)�1, and the specimen exhibited a bimodal microstructure with abnormally grown grains.
The thermal conductivity of the specimen with 24 vol.% seed addition was 143 W.(m.K)�1, and this specimen had the bimodal
microstructure with finer grain size than that without the seeded material, but maintained the same amount of large grains (52 mm
in diameter) as in the specimen without the seeds. This finding indicates that the thermal conductivity of b-Si3N4 is controlled by the
amount of reprecipitated large grains, rather than by the grain size of the b-Si3N4.
# 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Many efforts have been directed toward improving
the mechanical properties of sintered Si3N4. Tough
ceramics have been prepared by developing bimodal
microstructures, which have abnormal grain growth in
tine and uniform matrix grains. Increased fracture
toughness is attributed to crack deflection and crack
bridging by the abnormally grown grains.1�4

On the other hand, a significant increase in the ther-
mal conductivity of sintered b-Si3N4 has been achieved
recently by using high-purity raw powders with effective
sintering additives.5�9 The key technology for obtaining
high thermal conductivity is to promote grain growth
and to align the large b-Si3N4 grains at themoment. Either
abnormal grain growth or controlled nucleation is
required to obtain elongated grains of b-Si3N4.

10�16 How-
ever, fabrication of these materials requires hot-pressing or
hot-isostatic-pressing, an expensive and inefficient method
for producing complex components. Larger grains are
developed from b-Si3N4 particles existing in the raw pow-
der,17 which makes the morphology and distribution of

the grain growth difficult to control. Although Hirao et
al.6 reported that development of texture by adding
rodlike b-Si3N4 seeds to b-Si3N4 ceramics leads to
enhanced thermal conductivity, up to 120 W.(m.K)�1,
along the direction of orientation, such seed preparation
might be costly; in addition, a sintered material with
anisotropic thermal conductivity is limited in practical
use.

Watari et al.18 reported that the thermal conductivity
of b-Si3N4 ceramics at room temperature is controlled
by the internal defect structure of the grains. Therefore,
further improving the purity of the raw powders and
developing better processing, to suppress defect forma-
tion, would result in increased thermal conductivity for
b-Si3N4 ceramics and lead to an understanding of the
mechanism for high thermal conductivity in b-Si3N4

ceramics.
Very recently, Kitayama et al.19 concluded that mere

grain growth couldn’t improve thermal conductivity by
a prediction model. because of the unique faceting nat-
ure of sintered Si3N4. Kitayama et al.20 also concluded
that the lattice oxygen content controls the thermal
conductivity of b-Si3N4 ceramics, just as in AlN cera-
mics. Purification of lattice impurities, except alumi-
num, via solution–reprecipitation through the liquid
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phase occurs with grain growth,21,22 so that the use of a
high-purity Si3N4 raw powder, in particular one with
low aluminum and oxygen content, is desirable for pro-
ducing high thermal conductivity.

Very recently, Kitayama et al.23 reported that rare-
earth oxide additives, although they have no effect on
AlN ceramics, significantly change the thermal con-
ductivity of b-Si3N4 ceramics. Those researchers
demonstrated that mean grain size increases as lattice
oxygen content decreases, so that thermal conductivity
increases as the ionic radius of the rare-earth element
decreases. It has been shown that Yb2O3 and Y2O3 are
suitable additives for improving thermal conductivity of
b-Si3N4 ceramics.23,24

To date, as mentioned earlier, few studies have
focused on the technique of microstructural tailoring for
high thermal conductivity, other than by merely pro-
moting b-Si3N4 grain size. Larger grain sizes lead to
lower mechanical strength of the sintered material,
because the flaw size becomes larger in relation to the
fracture. Thus, a combination of high thermal con-
ductivity and good mechanical properties is not achiev-
able in the presence of abnormally grown grains.
Therefore, if high thermal conductivity can be achieved
by suppressing abnormal grain growth during sintering,
the sintered materials become candidates for highly
reliable integrated-circuit substrates.

In a previous work,25 the sintered materials can be
regarded as a two phase composite in which large grains
with high thermal conductivity are dispersed within the
matrix phase (which contains small b-Si3N4 grains and
grain-boundary phases) of low thermal conductivity, and
the thermal conductivity is controlled by the amount of
purified large grains of Si3N4. Therefore, sintered mate-
rials having the microstructures with certain amount of
the large grains should exhibit high thermal conductivity
if they are fabricated from high-purity powders sintered
with Yb2O3 or Y2O3 as the sintering additive.

In the present work, equiaxed and relative small grain
size of b-Si3N4 seeds were introduced into fine and high-
purity b-powders (low aluminum and oxygen content)
to investigate the relation between microstructure and
thermal conductivity in b-Si3N4 because too large a dif-
ference in particle size between the seed particles and the
fine powders would result in abnormal grain growth.
Thus, the present study demonstrated the effects on ther-
mal conductivity of suppressing abnormal grain growth,
by optimizing sintering additives, and of seeding.

2. Experimental procedure

All of the specimens were prepared from high-purity
Si3N4 raw powders and sintering aids. The fine b-Si3N4

powder (powder F) and coarse b-Si3N4 powder (powder
C), were specially prepared by the direct nitridation of

silicon (Denki Kagaku Kogyo, Tokyo, Japan). Powder
F was used for fabricating the fine-matrix grains and
powder C as seeds for the microstructural tailoring.
These powders consisted of 70 mass% b-Si3N4 phase
and were similar in purity, as shown in Table 1. The raw
Si3N4 powder and the seed particles were ball-milled,
along with 10 mass% Yb2O3 and 2 mass% ZrO2, using
methanol as the solvent, for 3 h. The amounts of added
seed particles were 0, 13, 24, 36, 49, 60, 71 and 100
vol.%. After the powder mixtures had been dried, they
were prepared for sintering. Powder F was fine, and
powder C was coarser than powder F; both powders
were equiaxed, with a wide particle-size distribution, as
shown in Fig. 1. The seed particles used were approxi-
mately twice as large as the particles of the fine powders.
This size difference was less than in previous studies,26,27

because too large a difference in particle size between
the seed particles and the fine powders would result in
abnormal grain growth.

Approximately 2 g of the dried powder was uniaxially
pressed, under 20 MPa, in a die 12.5 mm in diameter.
The pellet was then cold-isostatically pressed (CIPed)
under a pressure of 200 MPa. The CIPed pellet was
placed in a BN crucible. Sintering was performed in a
graphite furnace at 1950 �C, for 16 h, under a nitrogen
pressure of 0.9 MPa. The densities of the specimens were
measured by the Archimedes method. The microstructure
of the sintered materials was examined by scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM, JSM-820, JEOL, Tokyo, Japan)
of polished and CF4 plasma etched surfaces.

To evaluate the thermal conductivity, disks 10 mm in
diameter and 3 mm thick were cut from the sintered
materials. Thermal conductivity at room temperature
was calculated using the equation

K ¼ aCp� ð1Þ

The thermal diffusivity (a) and the specific heat (Cp)
of the specimens were measured at room temperature,
by the laser-flash method, using a thermal-constant
analyzer (Model TC-3000, ULVAC Japan, Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan). The specific heat (Cp) was about the same, inde-
pendent of the sintering time. Therefore, the average
value of 0.67 J.(g.K)�1 was used in this work.

Table 1

Properties of raw Si3N4 powder

Property Powder C Powder F

a-Phase content/mass% 30.5 30.2

Purity

Oxygen/mass% 0.75 0.79

Aluminum/ppm 120 120

Calcium/ppm 70 50

Iron/ppm 40 40

BET specific surface area/m2 g�1 6.9 15.9
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Phase identification of the sintered materials was per-
formed by X-ray diffractometry (XRD).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Effect of seeding on microstructure

Two different SEM images were employed for one
specimen. Fig. 2 shows SEM photographs of the
polished and plasma-etched surfaces of the sintered
specimens, which were observed at low magnification of
350� to evaluate relatively large grains (52 mm).

Fig. 3 also shows SEM photographs of the sintered
specimens, which were observed at high magnification
of 2000� to evaluate smaller matrix grains (<2 mm). All
specimens had a bimodal microstructure consisting of a
lot of fine matrix grains and a number of large elongated
grains. For non-seeded specimen, few very large grains
(510 mm) selectively grew in the bimodal micro-
structure. But for seeded specimens, a number of large
grains grew in the bimodal microstructure. Digital pro-
cessing and analysis were performed to quantitatively

characterize the microstructure with the wide-ranged
grain size distribution. The two SEM images with the
different magnification for one specimen were analyzed by
image processor to measure length (longest dimension),
diameter (shortest dimensions), and area fraction of each
grain, and then synthesized into one distribution.28

Fig. 4 shows the grain size distribution of the sintered
materials. The bimodal microstructure was also con-
firmed by the grain size distribution. Two peaks with
the grain size of <2 mm and 52mm were observed. The
lower peak corresponds to the matrix grains and the
upper peak corresponds to large elongated grains in the
bimodal microstructure. These figures also show that
the sizes of the largest grains in the distribution
decreased with seeds amount. These results indicate that
the coarse additive grains operated by suppressing the
growth of very large grains (510 mm).

Table 2 summarizes the seed amounts, densities, aspect
ratio (the grain size of <2 mm and 52mm), mean diameter
(the grain size of <2 mm and52mm), area fraction of large
grains, and the thermal conductivity of the sintered mate-
rials. The aspect ratio between the matrix grains and the
large grains were almost the same value. The mean dia-
meter of the matrix grains slightly increased with seed
amount, but the mean diameter and the area fraction of
the large grains decreased with the seed amount. As shown,
the addition of seeds to the raw powder significantly affec-
ted the microstructures of the sintered materials.

Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the amount of
coarse grains and the mean diameter of the large grains.
The diameters of the large grains were largest for the
specimen without seeds and then decreased mono-
tonically, and drastically, as the amount of added seeds
increased to �70 vol.%. Figs. 2–5 indicate that the
addition of seed particles to the raw powder suppressed
abnormal grain growth.

Emoto and Mitomo27 have revealed that the driving
force for abnormal grain growth might depend on the
situation of the effective space around a grain. Because
few nuclei exist in the fine raw powder (e.g. powder F in
the present case), each nucleus has a supersaturated
effective space around a grain.27 This situation leads to
abnormal grain growth. Therefore, the significant rni-
crostructural change is attributable to the nuclei sup-
plied to the fine, raw powder.

Fig. 6 shows the relationship between the amount of
coarse grains and the area fraction of large grains. The
area fraction of large grains also decreased as the seed
amounts increased. The area of large grains was �40%,
even for 100 vol.% seed addition.

Fig. 7 shows the relationship between the area fraction
and the mean diameter of the large grains. The mean
diameter of the large grains decreased as their area frac-
tion decreased. The specimen without seeds exhibited
both the largest mean grain size and the largest area
fraction of large grains. The specimen with 24 vol.%

Fig. 1. SEM photograph of (A) fine, raw b-Si3N4 powders and (B)

large b-Si3N4 particles for seeds.
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Fig. 2. Low magnification SEM photographs of polished and plasma-etched surface of the specimens sintered at 1950 �C for 16 h of (a) without the

seed particles (b) with 13 vol.% added (c) with 24 vol.% added (d) with 36 vol.% added (e) with 49 vol.% added (f) with 60 vol.% added (g) with 71

vol.% added (h) with 100 vol.% added.
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Fig. 3. High magnification SEM photographs of polished and plasma-etched surface of the specimens sintered at 1950 �C for 16 h of (a) without the

seed particles (b) with 13 vol.% added (c) with 24 vol.% added (d) with 36 vol.% added (e) with 49 vol.% added (f) with 60 vol.% added(g) with 71

vol.% added (h) with 100 vol.% added.
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seed addition exhibited approximately the same area
fraction of large grains as that of the specimen without
seeds, but the mean diameter of the large grains was
much smaller than in the specimen without seeds (indi-
cated by the arrow in Fig. 7).

Thus, seeding with appropriate amounts of particles
allowed the development of microstructures in which
certain amounts of large grains could be maintained as
the mean diameter of the large grains decreased. Hence,
sintered b-Si3N4 materials with an extremely wide range
in both amount and size of large grains were success-
fully obtained. Accordingly, the addition of seeds to fine
powders suppressed abnormal grain growth while
maintaining a certain amount of large grains.

For all of the sintered materials, the Yb4Si2O7N2 (J)
phase and the Zr4Yb4O12 phase were identified. Thus,
the grain-boundary phases of the sintered materials
were independent of microstructure in the present work.

2.2. Effect of seeding on thermal conductivity

Fig. 8 shows the relationship between the amount of
coarse grains and the thermal conductivity of the sin-
tered materials. The thermal conductivities of the sin-
tered materials without the coarse grains and with 13
and 24 vol.% addition of coarse grains were >140
W.(m.K)�1 and then gradually decreased as the amount
of coarse grains increased.

2.3. Relationship between microstructure and thermal
conductivity

Fig. 9 compares the calculated and experimental
results for the thermal conductivities of specimens with
and without seeds for the sintered materials. The ther-
mal conductivities, K, of the sintered materials are
expressed by the following three equations,25 when we

Fig. 4. Grain size distribution of the sintered materials of the specimens sintered at 1950 �C for 16 h of (a) without the seed particles (b) with 13

vol.% added (c) with 24 vol.% added (d) with 36 vol.% added (e) with 49 vol.% added (f) with 60 vol.% added (g) with 71 vol.% added (h) with 100

vol.% added.

Table 2

Seed amount, density, aspect ratio of matrix grains and large grains, mean diameter of matrix grains and large grains, area fraction of large grains,

and thermal conductivity of the sintered materials

Seed Amount

(vol.%)

Density

(g/cm3)

Aspect ratio Mean diameter Area fraction of large

grains

(area%)

Thermal

conductivity

W.(m.K)�1Matrix Large Matrix Large

(mm) (mm) (mm) (mm)

(a) 0 3.41 3.9 3.9 1.1 17.2 57.1 140

(b) 13 3.39 3.4 3.7 1.1 13.2 56.5 141

(c) 24 3.40 3.6 3.4 1.2 9.5 56.7 142

(d) 36 3.39 3.4 3.5 1.3 8.2 51.5 138

(e) 49 3.40 3.1 3.6 1.4 8.2 43.5 135

(f) 60 3.40 3.2 3.2 1.4 5.5 44.5 135

(g) 71 3.40 3.6 4.2 1.4 4.6 39.7 127

(h) 100 3.40 4.0 3.9 1.4 2.1 38.9 128
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assume the microstructures of the sintered materials as
the two-phase composite material which is composed of
the large grains (52 mm) as a dispersed phase and
matrix phase (small grains and the grain boundary) as a
continuous phase (aspect ratio, w=3.7, is chosen as the
mean value of the large grains of all specimens in
Table 2).

K ¼ KL þ
VL A0

� �
KL � KMð Þ

1 � VLð Þ þ VL A0
� � ð2aÞ

3 A0
� �

¼
X3

k¼1

KM

KM þ S Kð Þ KL � KMð Þ
ð2bÞ

S 3ð Þ ¼ 1 � 2S 1ð Þ;S 1ð Þ ¼ S 2ð Þ

¼
x=2ð Þ x

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 � 1

p
� cosh�1x

h i

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 � 1

p� �3
ð2cÞ

where KL, KM, VL, {A0}, SK, and w are the thermal
conductivity of the large grains (52 mm), the thermal
conductivity of the matrix phase, the volume fraction of
the large grains, average value of the concentration fac-
tor, shape factor of the large grains, and the aspect ratio
of the large grains, respectively.

Fig. 9 shows that the thermal conductivities of the
b-Si3N4 increased as the amount of large grains

Fig. 6. Relationship between the amount of coarse grains and the area

fraction of the large grains.

Fig. 7. Relationship between the area fraction of the large grains and

the mean diameter of the large grains.

Fig. 5. Relationship between the amount of coarse grains and the

mean diameter of the large grains.

Fig. 8. Relationship between the amount of coarse grains and the

thermal conductivity of the sintered materials.
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increased. All of the data points scattered along the lines
(indicated by the line designated ‘‘cal’’ in Fig. 9) are
derived from Eqs. (2a–c), which were independent of the
seed amounts. The KM values (which should represent
the thermal conductivity with 0 area% of large grains)
possessed a high thermal conductivity, 105 W.(m.K)�1,
given the KL value (which should represent the thermal
conductivity with 100 area% of large grains) of 175
W.(m.K)�1. This result suggests that the reprecipitated
large grains (52 mm) have a higher thermal con-
ductivity because of its purity.

Fig. 10 shows the relationship between the mean dia-
meter of the large grains and the thermal conductivity

of the sintered materials. The thermal conductivities of
the specimens obtained in this work were independent
of the mean diameter of the large grains, except in the
specimens with 4–5 mm in mean diameter.

Figs. 9 and 10 indicate that the high thermal con-
ductivity of b-Si3N4 with Yb2O3 is attributable to the
amount of precipitated large grains, rather than to the
grain size. In other words, materials sintered with
Yb2O3 do not need a significantly large grain size to
exhibit high thermal conductivity. This finding indicates
that thermal conduction of Si3N4 ceramics sintered with
Yb2O3 additive was influenced far less by the grain-
boundary.

The present results indicate that using Yb2O3 addi-
tives for b-Si3N4 makes it possible to have high thermal
conductivity with appropriate mechanical properties.
However, this does not negate the importance of pur-
ification-promoted grain growth merely by solution and
reprecipitation with the Yb2O3 additives, because pre-
cipitation of the purified large grains enhances the ther-
mal conductivity of the sintered materials. Indeed, the
thermal conductivities of the specimens with grains 4–5
mm in mean diameter were somewhat lower than those
of specimens with a larger grain size. This difference
resulted from insufficient purification of b-Si3N4 grains
in the smaller-grained specimens.

4. Conclusions

High-purity b-Si3N4 powders with or without added
b-Si3N4 particles (seeds) were gas-pressure sintered at
1950 �C for 16 h, using Yb2O3 and ZrO2 as sintering
aids, and the microstructures, thermal conductivities,
and grain-boundary phases of the sintered powders
were investigated. The following conclusions were
drawn from the present work.

1. All specimens had a bimodal microstructure
consisting of a lot of fine matrix grains (<2 mm
in diameter) and a number of large elongated
grains (52 mm diameter).

2. Adding b-Si3N4 seeds caused a significant change
in the microstructure of a gas-pressure-sintered
specimen. The mean size of the large grains of
b-Si3N4 decreased with the seeds amount.

3. Seeding with appropriate amounts of particles
allowed the development of microstructures in
which certain amounts of large grains were
maintained as the mean diameter of the large
grains decreased. The grain-boundary phases of
the sintered materials were independent of their
microstructures.

4. The thermal conductivity of the specimen with-
out seeds was 140 W.(m.K)�1, and the specimen
exhibited abnormally grown grains. On the other

Fig. 9. Comparison of the calculated and experimental results of the

thermal conductivities for without seed specimens and with the addi-

tion of seeds for sintered materials.

Fig. 10. Relationship between the mean diameter of the large grains

and thermal conductivities of the sintered materials.
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hand, it was possible to refine the micro-
structures, having finer grain size than that
without the seeded material, maintaining the
high thermal conductivities of over 140
W.(m.K)�1 by the appropriate amount of seed
addition.

5. The relationship between the microstructure and
the thermal conductivity of the sintered b-Si3N4

revealed that the thermal conductivity of b-Si3N4

is independent of grain size but controlled by the
amount of reprecipitated large grains.
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